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ANNUAL REPORT 



 

Preface 
 
 
 
The working results of the past year are pleasant for the International Tracing Service 
(ITS) in every respect. In detail, they may be gathered from the annual report on hand, 
with basically the following picture becoming apparent: 
Incoming mail: In spite of the increasing distance to the events of the Second World 
War and the now almost concluded settlement of the German indemnification fund – in 
contrast to the Austrian fund, which is also limited in time, but not as regards the 
amount –, the number of incoming inquiries has remained quite high contrary to 
expectations. 
The number of received requests amounted to altogether 150,828 (preceding year: 
203,525) in 2005. Details about the inquirers and their motives are not gathered from 
the letters. A first examination of the incoming mail, however, confirms the fact that, 
still today, most of the inquiries come from the persons concerned themselves. Just as 
easily, the origin of the inquiries may be determined, which is why a respective 
statistical classification appears in the annual report. The registration of further 
information would require the establishment of an own division for this and would 
mean a relatively large quantity of additional work. 
In contrast to this, the contents of the replies may be presented quite specifically, 
since the outgoing mail is registered according to the individual processing steps by 
the section for case/file management of the ITS. 
Outgoing mail: The evaluation work, meanwhile carried out within the scope of the 
workflow, may be described as very satisfactory. Although the full effect of the same 
will only come to fruition upon conclusion of the scanning of all records, the number of 
answered inquiries has already increased decisively in the last quarter of the year 
compared to the three preceding quarters. The total number of outgoing mail amounts 
to 226,535 (preceding year: 264,559) in the year 2005. 
Backlog: Despite the, now as before, unexpectedly large number of incoming 
inquiries and the curtailments in the sector of personnel, which had to be accepted in 
the last two years, the figures of outgoing mail have turned out to be relatively high 
thanks to the progresses in the introduction of electronic processing steps. In spite of 
all, it has been possible to reduce the backlog to 407,065 inquiries (preceding year: 
443,423). If the workflow processing may be extended as planned, this number will 
probably continue to decrease quickly in the near future. 
 
On the 6

th
 of June of the year under report, the Bonn Agreements had been valid for 

50 years. In all these years, only very few changes have been made on them, 
because the basic interest – to help the persons concerned, if possible, by means of a 
positive reply to their requests – has hardly changed in this half century. From the 
point of view of the former persecutees who are still sending numerous inquiries, the 
humanitarian aspect has lost none of its validity. Although the concerns of the 
inquirers may be different meanwhile, the receipt of a proof of the persecution suffered 
still has the indisputably same significance for this group of persons, which is clearly 
confirmed by the many letters of thanks. Even if the humanitarian mandate has lost 
none of its importance, the International Commission is presently dealing intensively 
with the assumption of a further task, namely that of historical research. Such a field of 
work is, undisputedly, also a matter of interest for the persons concerned or their legal 
successors, which is why all persons involved are endeavouring to achieve a fast 
opening of the Bad Arolsen documentation for the researchers. In five meetings, 
experts in the fields of historical research, archives and legal questions have looked at 
the problem more thoroughly. The joint declaration of will of 1998 regarding the 
opening is now supposed to be finally put into practice and, this way, the important 
concern of an extension of the knowledge of historical contexts shall be rendered 
possible. 
 



 

 
 
The great interest in and the urgency of such an extension of tasks is also proven by 
the increased attentiveness in the media of the last months. At this point, it should be 
mentioned that the ITS has already made considerable preparations in this respect. In 
addition to the existing visitors’ room for the inspection of the documents of a general 
nature – which has already been open to the public for use since the 1

st
 of January 

1996 –, another visitors’ hall has been installed in one of the branch buildings. After 
the release of the documents, interested visitors will be able there, after signing the 
users’ rules, to inspect the electronic images of the documents at computers placed at 
disposal. Owing to the bad quality of the war paper, the originals are deacidified at 
present and, if necessary, also restored and they will only be usable later on in 
exceptional cases. Every additional use will cause irreparable damage, which would 
mean a loss of the originals for future generations. 
A further great advantage of a data base is the possibility of making copies of the 
same or of parts of it and to be able this way, in addition to the preparation of safety 
copies, to also include a transfer to third parties in the considerations. The computer-
based solution furthermore offers another option, namely the consultation of released 
stocks through the Internet. Which of these variants respectively combinations of them 
will finally take effect, depends on the decision of the International Commission. After 
it has come to a conclusion, the ITS will implement the chosen solution as fast as 
possible, in order to thus do justice to the concerns of many. 
 
In addition to the primary humanitarian answering of inquiries, it is also necessary for 
the ITS to advance the other mandates, the collection of new documents for the 
purpose of issuing additional positive replies, the implementation of numerous 
classification tasks (restoration and conservation), the consistent introduction of the 
workflow and so on. Not an easy undertaking considering the curtailments in the 
budget happening at the same time and the reductions of personnel brought about by 
the expiry of limited contracts. Priorities have to be set permanently. It is necessary to 
cope with the large amounts of inquiries, the objects to be scanned (still ca. 13 million) 
and other challenges in the fulfilment of the mandates in the next months. The 
employees at the ITS are aware of not being able to meet with all wishes at the same 
time and immediately. They are, however, making every effort to achieve, within the 
scope of the possibilities, optimally justifiable results to the best of their ability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Ch.-Cl. Biedermann 
  Director 
 
 
 
Bad Arolsen, in January 2006 
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The mandate of assembling 
 
In 2005, there also is the sixtieth anniversary of the order of the Allied Forces to all 
German offices, dated 6

th
 December 1945, to compile lists of names of United Nations 

members who were staying in Germany during the war or at the time of that 
registration. 
The reports had to be compiled with several copies and one copy of each list was 
intended for the International Tracing Service (ITS) - at that time called “Central 
Tracing Bureau”. 
 
The above-mentioned order provided one of the fundamental parts of the ITS-
documentation, the gaps of which have, in spite of the fact that a systematic document 
acquisition had once again been implemented as of 1982, not been closed by far. 
These gaps in the stock of documents resulted in having to answer more than half a 
million cases negatively until the beginning of the 1980s. As, in the course of that 
decade, the number of processed “Meetings” - a “Meeting” occurs when newly 
acquired documentary material “meets” an old inquiry - had always been larger than 
the increase of requests to be answered negatively, this stock of “negative” cases had 
reduced to roughly 470,000 in 1990.  
After the fall of the Berlin Wall, the ITS registered very large numbers of incoming 
inquiries every year and, connected with these, an increase of the number of cases 
with a negative checking result in the Central Index of Names due to lacking 
documents. In fact, documentary material from the former Soviet Occupation Zone 
had only been available to the ITS to a very small extent until 1990. 
The “Meetings” were not able to compensate the increased number of “negative” 
cases, and so it has reached an amount of more than 900,000 towards the end of the 
year 2005 (see illustration in the Appendix). This stock may only be reduced if the ITS 
has sufficient staff available for this work and if it continues to be successful in closing 
the gaps in the stock of documents by means of new acquisitions. 
 
Under this aspect, the ITS continued its efforts in 2005 - in spite of conditions 
becoming more and more difficult - to acquire new personal documents in Germany 
and in foreign countries, and extends its thanks to all offices for letting it have relevant 
records; in the following, you find a selection of offices who made interesting 
documentary material available to the ITS. 

 
In Germany 
 
 Archives of the Land Berlin 

For meanwhile seven years already, the employees of the branch office in Berlin 
have regularly been acquiring documents at the Archives of the Land Berlin.  
In the course of 16 business trips, the employees looked through records of the 
Remand Prison Berlin-Moabit, of the Prisons Berlin-Plötzensee and Berlin-Tegel, 
as well as of the Court Prison Berlin-Charlottenburg in the year under report. 
 
 

New and noteworthy items 
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 Main Archives of the Land Sachsen-Anhalt, Department Merseburg 
The above-named archives preserve a multitude of the most various documents 
relevant for the work of the ITS. Concerned here are, among others, personnel, 
insurance and wage tax cards, work books, wage accounts, accident reports, 
employment lists, registration records, penal orders, criminal proceedings, death 
registers and grave lists. In the course of 15 business trips, these were looked 
through by the employees of the branch office Berlin and the information relevant 
for the former persecutees of the NS-Regime has been duplicated. 
 

 State Archives Landshut 
The State Archives Landshut, too, put a large amount of various documents - 
registration records, work cards, foreigners’ files, residence permits for foreigners, 
an index of foreigners, birth reports - at the disposal of the ITS for filming. ITS-
employees visited the State Archives Landshut 14 times in the year under report. 
 

 State Archives Nuremberg 
In the course of three business trips, the employees of the Tracing Service Bad 
Arolsen looked through 4.6 linear metres of records of the Court Prison Fürth as 
well as of the District Court Prison Nuremberg. 
 

 Municipal Archives Münster 
The Municipal Archives Münster made the member index of the Reichsbahn 
Insurance Office Münster, contribution records of the Federal Social Insurance 
Office Münster as well as an index of foreigners available to the ITS for filming 
work. 
 

 Various offices in the Land Nordrhein-Westfalen 
The different interpretation of the data protection legislation in the individual 
federal states represents a problem in connection with the document acquisition 
on a national level. Since 1986, the ITS had, for this reason, not been able to 
carry out any document acquisition at the local administrations in the above-
mentioned federal state. In the year under report, however, we have succeeded 
in acquiring documents at some offices in Nordrhein-Westfalen, namely the 
municipal archives in Mühlheim an der Ruhr, Velbert and Bedburg. Owing to the 
good experience resulting from the cooperation in connection with the provision 
of evidence within the scope of the indemnification fund for forced labourers, 
more and more local institutions agree to letting the ITS have information after all. 
During one business trip, ITS-employees looked through the records available at 
the above-mentioned offices - confirmations of death, death certificates, lists and 
registers of foreign workers, registration cards, wage certificates - and prepared 
the relevant images.  
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Agreement with the representative of the Catholic Church of  
Poland in Germany 
The ITS concluded a verbal agreement with the representative of the Catholic 
Church of Poland in Germany in the first half of the year under report, concerning 
records about Polish citizens who were registered in Germany during the war 
respectively in the immediate post-war period. This agreement provides for the 
ITS to act in an advisory capacity regarding the digitization of the aforementioned 
records and to receive the permission to take over these data. 

 
 

In foreign countries 
 

 Document acquisition in the Ukraine 
 

 State Archives Kiev 
In the year under report, the ITS continued the document acquisition at the 
aforementioned archives, started in 2003, with three business trips of altogether 
seven weeks; almost 200,000 images have been prepared. 

 
 Document acquisition in Sweden 

 

 Landsarkivet Lund 
In the first half of the year under report, the ITS reached an agreement with the 
Landsarkivet Lund about the acquisition of personal documents. Concerned here 
are index cards of former prisoners from German concentration camps and 
prisons who were evacuated to Sweden in the time from March to July 1945. 
In the second half of the year under report, a two-week business trip to the afore-
mentioned archives took place. 

 
Document acquisition in the Slovak Republic 
 
Within the scope of a project of the University in Bratislava, documents of various 
Slovakian archives were evaluated there. In the first half of the year under report, 
the project leader handed records from this stock over to the ITS, as far as they 
were determined after a comparison to not yet be available there. Concerned are 
lists of deported persons of Jewish faith who were transported from Slovakia to 
Auschwitz respectively Lublin as of 1942. 

 
Document acquisition in the United Kingdom 
 
At the beginning of the year under report, the head of the Refugee and 
International Tracing Services at the British Red Cross, London, offered to hand 
over an index - with data from the time of the Second World War - to the Tracing 
Service Bad Arolsen. 
The index, which arrived at the ITS in the second half of the year under report, 
has already been scanned completely and will be able, by means of the 
electronic “Meeting”-processing, to contribute to solving cases with fates that 
have not been clarified so far. 
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Résumé 
 
Altogether, the ITS acquired 415.31 linear metres of documents (preceding year: 
269.78) from 79 offices in Germany and foreign countries (preceding year: 123) in 
the year under report. The employees have filmed 306.76 linear metres of these 
directly at the offices making them available. This has only been possible after 
looking through 388.35 linear metres of documentary material (preceding year: 
472.91) on the spot and sorting out the documents relevant for the work of the 
ITS. 74 business trips (preceding year: 159) were necessary for this. The 
remaining 108.55 linear metres arrived at the ITS by mail. 
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The mandate of classification 
 

Imaging of the stock of documents 
 
 
By the end of the year under report, the ITS has achieved a level of 54.6 % of already 
digitized paper documents. 
 
The preparation of the records to be scanned, the scanning itself as well as the 
following indexing of the documents are - depending on the quality of the records - 
tasks that require an enormous amount of personnel and time. 
Due to the introduction of an operation of the scanners in shifts, owing to their 
maximum operating performance and, not least, thanks to the employees’ willingness 
to engage in this action, the ITS has succeeded in achieving the above-mentioned 
level of digitized records. 
The prerequisite of an optimal digitization sequence is a balanced relation between 
the preparation, scanning and indexing, which means above all that the scanned 
documents may be indexed as soon as possible after the scanning. 
For the aforementioned work, the ITS is very well equipped in terms of hardware as 
well as software. The actual bottleneck is the personnel required for the imaging work. 
In order to be able to continue the digitization work to the same extent as before, the 
number of employees assigned to this work should not be reduced. At the end of the 
year 2005, however, several employees had to leave the ITS because of expiring 
contracts; among these are also employees assigned to the imaging project. 
The posts becoming vacant may not be refilled. This means for the aforementioned 
project that an increased number of personnel from the archives will have to be 
delegated again to the work necessary within the scope of the digitization. This, in 
turn, will affect the area of evaluation, especially in view of the reduction of the 
backlog. 
 
In the following, some selected stocks of documents are listed that were imaged in the 
year under report. 
 
 
Concentration camp documents 
 
Indexes - individual records -  

The imaging of the aforementioned records - several single documents for one person 
assembled in one envelope - that had been started in 2002 was continued in the 
second half of the year under report; another three indexes have been scanned. 
 
Prison records 
In the second half of the year under report, the ITS began with the imaging of the 
prison records, which are stored in more than 3,000 files and comprise about half a 
million documents; so far, 72 % of this stock of documents have been scanned. 
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Wartime documents 

 

Wartime index 
The imaging of the wartime index, comprising more than 2 million individual 
documents, that had been started in 2002, was continued by the ITS constantly and, 
by the end of the year under report, 42 % of this index have been digitized. 
 
 
List material of the French Zone 
The complete imaging of this list material - circa 33,000 pages in 255 files - was 
implemented in the first half of the year under report. 
 
List material of the Soviet Zone 
The list material of the Soviet Zone comprises roughly 58,000 pages in 444 files. It 
was possible to completely scan this material in the first half of the year as well. 
 
List material Labour Office Warsaw 
The imaging of the aforementioned stock of documents - circa 13,500 pages in 90 files 
- had been concluded by the end of the first half of the year. 
 
Personal status records 
In the year under report, the majority of the more than 200,000 marriage and death 
certificates from the wartime has been scanned. 
 
 
General documents 

 
The General Documents Section preserves documentary material imparting general 
information about the National Socialist persecution and processes inquiries of a 
general historical nature. Only very fragmentary material is available here; the ITS 
received a part of it in copy from other archives. The respective archives also keep the 
power of disposal for these documents. 
 
At the beginning of the year under report, the ITS started the scanning of the 
documents of the aforementioned section. 
After a respective structuring, an immediate access to records regarding certain 
subject matters will be possible by means of a full text search. 
  
Primarily, the imaging of the 164 linear metres of file material is implemented, about 
half of which has been scanned by the end of the year under report. Later, the 
secondary material, publications for example, will also be registered. 
Extensive preparatory work has already been done for the required structuring. Not 
inconsiderable are also the efforts, to be accomplished parallel to this, for instance for 
a provision with headwords of those records, for which an OCR-recognition is not 
available (for example, handwritten or poorly legible typewritten remarks) or the trans-
lation of records for which the respective translation programs are lacking. 
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Scanning of T/D-cases waiting for their conclusive processing in the 
sections and scanning of T/D-cases from the Final Deposit 
 
For the electronic, workflow-based processing of inquiries, it is not only necessary, as 
reported in the preceding year, to scan the inquiries. In addition to this, the T/D-cases 
waiting for their conclusive processing in the sections as well as the cases from the 
Final Deposit, which have to be consulted for answering the workflow-inquiries, have 
first priority. 
 
 
Scanning of the T/D-cases that have not yet been processed conclusively 
 
Wartime/Post-War Documents Section 
In the year under report, the ITS began with the preparation and scanning of the T/D-
cases from the list-checking division of the aforementioned section that have not yet 
been processed conclusively. 
 
Necessary steps of work 
 

� Sorting out the cases intended for scanning and transferring the same to a 
position kept ready in the case-booking system. 

 

� Splitting up the T/D-file in the fold. 
 

� Taking out original reference cards, if available, and scanning them in 
advance with a visiting card scanner. After recording the T/D-number, the 
information contained in the reference cards is entered into the data base of 
the Central Index of Names. 

 

� Connecting all records of a T/D-case in a prescribed order and inserting 
them in a scanning envelope. 

 

� Writing the T/D-number and the type of inquiry on the envelope, that is 
whether, for example, the inquiry comes from the former CIS-states, from 
Poland or any other countries. 

 

� Sorting the cases prepared this way in batches according to the type of 
inquiry and transferring them to the scanning work station. 

 

� Returning possible original documents to the respective section for scanning 
at a later date. 

 
The scanned T/D-cases are then deposited in the building “Haus Füllgraf” in shelves 
intended especially for this purpose. 
Altogether 19,043 T/D-cases from the list-checking division of the above-mentioned 
section have been prepared for scanning by the end of the year under report and 
17,831 T/D-cases have been scanned. 
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The goal is to transfer a large number of these cases into electronic form as quickly as 
possible, in order to make them available for the processing in the workflow (see The 
mandate of evaluation). Just like the imaging of the stock of documents, the success 
of this project depends on the number of employees that the ITS will be able to assign 
to this work in future. 
 
 
Scanning of the T/D-cases from the Final Deposit 
 
In future, all newly opened files will only be put into the archives in electronic form. 
Also already existing old files (T/D-cases in the Final Deposit), which are needed, for 
example, as reference cases for the current electronic file processing on the screen, 
will have to be transferred into an electronic form by means of scanning. 
The scanning of the cases from the Final Deposit is supposed to be implemented in 
chronological order according to the T/D-numbers; a start was made in the year under 
report with cases from the range of numbers between 1 and 500,000. 
 
 
Necessary steps of work 
 
- Preparatory work 
 

� Scanning batches - each consisting of 100 T/D-cases - are to be compiled of 
the cases from the Final Deposit and, for the identification of the individual 
T/D-cases, cover sheets with a bar code of the respective T/D-number are to 
be inserted in the scanning batch in front of each T/D-folder. 

 

� The documents contained in the folders are to be removed and to be 
separated according to various categories such as incoming and outgoing 
letters, auxiliary and original documents; respective cover sheets showing 
the category are to be added and then the documents are to be put into 
containers in a prescribed scanning order. 

 

� When they are open, the T/D-folders are larger than A3 format and cannot 
be processed by the scanner in this form. For this reason, the folders are to 
be split up along the fold and the two folder covers are to be scanned 
separately as single sheets on both sides. This is necessary, because the 
inner side of the folder cover, above all, may contain important information. 

 

� As the prepared cases are no longer available for the case processing, the 
scanning has to be implemented soon after the preparatory work. 

 

� Only after the import of the scanned images, the case workers may again 
have access to the respective cases. 

 
 
- Scanning of the T/D-cases 
 

� At the scanning work station, the papers are scanned maintaining a 
prescribed order, so that a clear identification of the T/D-cases, i.e. a logical 
combination of all images belonging to one T/D-case, may ensue. 
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� Bar code sheets (see above) concerning T/D-cases that are not available for 
scanning are stored in a central place and the respective T/D-cases will be 
scanned at a later date. 

 
 

- Quality inspection of the scanned T/D-cases 
 

� At particular work stations, the quality control of the scanned T/D-cases in 
view of legibility, structure as regards contents, and completeness is carried 
out by means of a special program (Viewer). 

 

� If a checked case fulfils the aforementioned criteria, it is released for the 
import into the workflow. 

 

� If it does not fulfil the criteria, it is marked as deficient, an order for a 
repeated scanning is printed and returned together with the T/D-folder to the 
scanning place. 

 

 

- Follow-up work 
 

� The scanned batches are to be removed from the containers, the original 
documents together with the cover sheets to be sorted out and to be added 
to the respective original stocks; reference cards are to be removed as well 
and to be stored separately. 

 

� As the original documents are scanned in colour, a further scanning at a 
later date will not be necessary. The produced colour images may then be 
assigned to the individual partial stocks in the electronic archives manually. 

 

� According to the sequence of T/D-numbers, the scanned T/D-cases - without 
original documents - are to be put back into the containers. 

 

� Cover sheets that have been sorted out are used again for further 
preparatory work. 
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The mandate of preservation 
 

Restoration and conservation of the original documents available 
at the ITS 
 
 
Budget estimate for the above-mentioned work 
The ITS, as recipient of allowances, receives funds from the Federal Government for 
restoration and conservation work every year. 
In 2005, it has been possible to deacidify about 21,000 list documents from the 
concentration camp area and roughly 252,000 single concentration camp documents. 
 
Storage of the deacidified list documents from the concentration camp area 
In contrast to the individual concentration camp documents, which remain, after the 
deacidification, in their likewise deacidified storage envelopes, list documents are not 
returned into the original files after the delamination and restoration. Instead they are 
sorted in their original order and put into acid-free cardboard boxes and these - once 
again in a lying position - into the storage containers. This procedure has two essential 
advantages. Firstly, the lying position helps to avoid crushing the paper and thus 
crinkles in the paper and, secondly, the volume of paper to be stored, which has 
already been reduced by roughly two thirds thanks to the removal of the plastic films 
on both sides of the documents, diminishes once again substantially. 
For the storage in a lying position, a method developed at the ITS (bands with Velcro 
fasteners) has proved to be suitable. 
 
Quality control 
In the year under report, the ITS took documents from the various treatment batches 
to the restoration department of the State Archives of the Land Hessen in Marburg, 
because the Tracing Service in Bad Arolsen does neither have conservators nor 
restorers at its disposal. In the presence of the responsible ITS-coordinator in the field 
of classification work, the experts there submitted the records to a quality control and 
attested very good treatment results. 
Also in future, the ITS will have such quality controls carried out by external third 
parties. 
 
EDP-record about the treatment of original documents 
Within the scope of the preparatory work for the deacidification of the individual 
concentration camp documents, the employees register all envelopes as well as the 
documents contained in them in a data file. 
After the treatment and the subsequent quality control, treatment notes are written on 
the envelope and also entered into the data file. This results in a complete record 
about the measures taken in respect of each single document. 
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The mandate of evaluation  
 

Project: Electronic support of all working processes 
 
In the year under report, the integration of the processing according to mandate in the 
workflow has been completely put into practice in the fields of translation and card-
indexing of requests written in a foreign language in one step of work and 
classification of the same. 
Furthermore, the actual processing in the workflow has been taken up in the Central 
Index of Names as well as in parts of the case processing - Wartime/Post-War 
Documents Section and Concentration Camp Documents Section. 
In addition to determining the processing sequence, it was necessary to deposit 
standard letters in the system as well as the electronic signature of the signers. 
Moreover, the possibility of preparing and retrieving statistical evaluations in electronic 
form had to be created. 
 
 
Principle of the operational sequence “Workflow Mandate” 

 
For the processing of mandate inquiries in the workflow, a uniform sequence for the 
checking and case processing has been installed.  
For each processing station (section respectively division), there exists an 
independent workflow activity. This way, the course of the files as well as the 
allocation to the users may be controlled more easily. Furthermore, an information 
about the processing status is possible at any time on the basis of the course the file 
has gone so far. 
Every user at the different processing stations may retrieve files from a special work 
basket and then also forward these to one or several subsequent activities in 
succession. 
This special work basket enables the responsible persons at each processing station 
to get informed at any time about the number of files waiting there to be processed. 
 
After the processing of the incoming mail, the files with the inquiries are first 
transferred to the activity Check Central Index of Names. Here, they are linked to 
further inquiry and reference data records respectively images and additional 
references are registered. 
After the check in the Central Index of Names, the files are channelled to the individual 
processing stations and, depending on the activity, notes are entered into a result 
table. There, scanning orders may also be noted down for documents that have not 
been scanned so far. 
From the result table, a draft reply is automatically drawn up. However, the case 
worker still has the possibility to individually adapt this reply. 
The finished replies are completed with the scanned and deposited signature of the 
case worker, printed, and the file is put into the archives. 
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From a technical point of view, the processing of the files ensues basically in the same 
way in all processing activities; after the selection of a file, the following masks (see 
illustration) are opened on the screen simultaneously. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This way, it is guaranteed that, on the one hand, the case workers have all relevant 
information for processing the file at their disposal and that, on the other hand, they 
can note down their specific working results in the right place. 
 
 

Central Index 
of Names-Mask 
of the file;  
it appears, de-
pending on the 
activity, in differ-
ent variants and 
with different au-
thorizations 
 

Display Window; here, the personal data and details 
of persecution of the person inquired about appear 

T/D-Case-Mask; 
here, all treatment 
processes belonging 
to the processed T/D-
case are listed to-
gether with the docu-
ments stored in the 
workflow 
 

Result Mask; here, processing notes and checking results concerning the 
processed case are entered, and the access to the checking sheet for noting 
down the implemented checks is possible  
ngen 

Button: this button serves as the access to the 
electronically available documents  
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The mandate of assembling 
 

Document acquisition 
 

• Third offices in Germany known 
to the ITS today to possess records (1,950 offices) 1,948 offices 

 

• Offices written to: 
 

in Germany 
- based on individual inquiries (     90 offices) 61 offices  
 

in other countries (                   -)       2 offices 
 

 (     90 offices) 63 offices 
1
 

 

• Result: 
 

The ITS received documents from (   123 offices) 79 offices 
 

• Records are no longer available (     17 offices) 4 offices 
 

• Final decision still not on hand (     33 offices) 16 offices 
 

• Reply not received yet (     19 offices)      23 offices 
 

  (   192 offices) 
2
 122 offices 

3
 

 

- Acquired documents 
linear metres: (  269.78) 415.31 
 
of these: 
concentration camp documents (            -) 1.30 
wartime and post-war documents (  269.78) 414.01 

 

 
1
 In the year reported on, fewer offices were written to than in the preceding year since backlogs to 

 offices written to exist from the preceding years. 
 
2
 This number includes 94 offices written to before 2004. 

 
3
 This number includes 58 offices written to before 2005. 

 

The most important figures 
Figures of preceding year in brackets 
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ITS 2005 

The mandates of classification and preservation 
 
 

Reproduction 
 

Newly acquired documentary material 
 

• on microfilm 
Number of microfilms (          173)  174 
Photos (   451,306)  413,430 

 

• on CD 
Number of CDs (          176)   174 
Images (   341,962)  385,926 

 

• Imaging of the new material 
- scanned microfilms (          427)  188 

Images (1,030,695)  492,762 
- microfiches that have been looked 

through and scanned  (       1,021)  - 
1
 

 Images (       3,633)  - 
1
 

 
 

Material already in stock 
 

• Imaging of the original documents 
- Completed level 
 of total stock (      51.0 %)  54.6 % 

 
 

Inventory 
 

• Newly acquired material 
 

- Electronic documents (236,687)  238,692  
- Linear metres (101.12)    111.9      

 

 
1
 In the year reported on, third offices did not make available to the ITS any microfiches on loan for 

 imaging. 
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ITS 2005 

 

Card-indexing 
 

• Prepared reference cards and registered data records 
 

- data records indicating certification 
of deaths (    2,056)  1,888 

- data records from paper card-indexing (    1,327)  5 
- data records from image card-indexing (419,220)  440,377 
- data records from external services (318,310)  209,836 

 

Total (740,913)  652,106 
 

• Quality assurance 
1
 of the registered data records 

 

- from the paper card-indexing (    1,330)  5 
- from the image card-indexing (427,432)  439,290 
- from external services (318,310)             - 

2
 

 

Total (747,072)  439,295 
 

 
1
 Only after a quality assurance, the registered data records are at disposal in the database of the 

Central Index of Names for searching. 
 
2
 The quality assurance of these data records is carried out in 2006. 
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The mandate of evaluation 
 

Incoming mail 
 

• According to number of persons (190,897)  137,046 
1
 

 

• According to number of questions (203,525)  150,828 
1
 

 
 

Newly opened T/D-cases (  45,509)  49,006 
 
 

Checked index and record units 
 

• Total of checks made (326,491)  348,979  
 

• Number of persons concerned (  70,378)  54,345  
 

• Names (122,648)  103,696  
 
 

Meeting-Processing 
 

• Checked cases supposed to be Meetings 
 usual Meeting-processing (  17,655)  79,066 
 of these intended for further 
 processing (    4,351)  9,608 
 

 Meeting-processing German Fund (163,474)  170,331 
 of these intended for further 
 processing (    3,874)  3,079 
 

• Processed Meetings  
 usual Meeting-processing (    6,854)  3,764 
 Meeting-processing Fund (    5,000)  3,647 
 

• Stock of Meetings 
 usual Meeting-processing (    8,518)  5,299 
 Meeting-processing Fund (  25,826)  7,672 
 still to be electronically checked 
 cases supposed to be Meetings (1,893,655)  2,380,806 

 
1
  These figures include inquiries for persons, which were to be settled within the scope of the list 

 processing procedure (for instance processing of inquiries within the scope of the compensation 
 fund for forced labourers, the Austrian Reconciliation fund, from archives, etc.). 
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Case movements 
 

• Total (356,732)  299,078  
 

• to File Deposit (98,504)  89,644  
 

Outgoing mail 
 

• According to number of questions replied to (264,559)  226,535 
1
 

 

Processed files 
 

• Cases (  48,200)  52,900  
 

• List inquiries German Fund (  24,965)  9,080 
 

• Individual inquiries German Fund (  19,029)  5,389 
 

• Renewed inquiries for additional information (  13,505)  4,090 
 

• Other list inquiries (  41,856)    83,766 
 

Total  (147,555)  155,225 
 

Backlog for the 
following year 
 

Inquiries according to mandate 
 

• According to number of T/D-cases 
that have not yet been concluded (139,639)  157,016  

 

• According to number of inquiries that 
have not yet been registered 
(number of persons inquired about) (126,528)  120,588  

 

• According to number of inquiries 
that could not yet be recorded 
in the statistics on incoming mail (  25,151)  26,685 

 

• scanned inquiries for external translation 
from 2001 (  27,143)  - 

2
 

 

• Other list inquiries (106,540)  82,012 
 

• Individual inquiries German Fund to be 

processed according to mandate (  18,422)    20,764 
 

Total (443,423) 
 

407,065 
 

• Inquiries German Fund 
still to be processed (    9,253)  1,573 

 
1
  This figure includes outgoing mail for persons which was settled within the scope of the list 

 processing procedure (for instance processing of inquiries within the scope of the compensation 
 fund for forced labourers, the Austrian Reconciliation fund, from archives, etc.). 
 
2
  After takeover into Workflow, these inquiries appear under the rubric “According to number of 

inquiries that have not yet been registered”. 
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Appendix 
 
 

Statistical tables 
 
 

Table I 
 

Arrival of inquiries subdivided according to continents 
 
 
 

Continent Country 
 
 

Number of 
inquiries 

Continent Country Number of 
inquiries 

Europe Albania 2 Europe International   
 Austria 926 (continued) Committee  
 Belarus 4,785  of the Red Cross 12 
 Belgium 167  Turkey 5 
 Bosnia-Herzegovina 9  Ukraine 19,212 
 Bulgaria 1  United Kingdom 198 
 Croatia 11 Subtotal  146,322 

 Cyprus 2 America Canada 82 
 Czech Republic 113  USA 1,486 
 Denmark 7  Argentina 23 
 Estonia 150  Bolivia 1 
 Finland 6  Brazil 32 
 France 566  Chile 1 
 Federal Republic   Colombia 22 
 of Germany 15,035  Venezuela 1 
 Greece 3 Subtotal  1,648 

 Hungary 42 Asia Azerbaijan 47 
 Iceland 1  Georgia 22 
 Ireland 1  Kazakhstan 120 
 Italy 3,130  Kirghizia 30 
 Latvia 279  Tadzhikistan 1 
 Lithuania  157  Turkmenistan 5 
 Macedonia 2  Uzbekistan 49 
 Moldova 75  Israel 863 
 Netherlands 306  Japan 1 
 Norway 6 Subtotal  1,138 

 Poland 31,913 Australia Australia 1,689 
 Portugal 1  New Zealand 5 
 Romania 25  Papua-  
 Russian Federation 10,048  New Guinea 2 
 Serbia and Montenegro 646 Subtotal  1,696 

 Slovak Republic 55,001 Africa Algeria 12 
 Slovenia 47  Nigeria 3 
 Spain 112  South Africa 8 
 Sweden 33  Zambia 1 
 Switzerland 3,287 Subtotal  24 

   Total  150,828 

 
 
 



 
 

 

Table II 
 

Outgoing mail subdivided according to continents 
 
 
 

Continent Country 
 

Number of 
outgoing 
letters 

Continent Country Number of 
outgoing 
letters 

Europe Albania 10 Europe Turkey 1 
 Austria 1,779 (continued) Ukraine 30,345 
 Belarus 11,263  United Kingdom 475 
 Belgium 259 Subtotal  220,743 

 Belgian Liaison Mission 163* America Canada 433 
 Bosnia-Herzegovina 27  USA 875 
 Bulgaria 10  American Liaison  
 Croatia 63  Mission 823* 
 Cyprus 2  Argentina 40 
 Czech Republic 372  Bolivia 2 
 Denmark 38  Brazil 37 
 Estonia 458  Chile 7 
 Finland 14  Colombia 2 
 France 493  Mexico 1 
 French Liaison Mission 1,264*  Peru 1 
 Federal Republic   Uruguay 1 
 of Germany 28,497  Venezuela 3 
 Greece 48 Subtotal  2,225 

 Hungary 99 Asia Armenia 5 
 Ireland 1  Azerbaijan 64 
 Italy 18,964  Georgia 39 
 Italian Liaison Mission 1,019*  Kazakhstan 352 
 Latvia 925  Kirghizia 32 
 Lithuania 597  Tadzhikistan 3 
 Luxemburg 15  Turkmenistan 4 
 Macedonia 2  Uzbekistan 78 
 Moldova 136  Israel 891 
 Netherlands 21,279  Japan 1 
 Norway 33 Subtotal  1,470 

 Poland 34,358 Australia Australia 1,939 
 Portugal 3  New Zealand 17 
 Romania 55 Subtotal  1,956 

 Russian Federation 13,378 Africa Algeria 121 
 Serbia and Montenegro 1,644  Nigeria 2 
 Slovak Republic 18,835  South Africa 12 
 Slovenia 25,599  Tanzania 2 
 Spain 73  Tunesia 3 
 Sweden 85  Zambia 1 
 Switzerland 8,044 Subtotal  141 

 International Committee     

 of the Red Cross 18 Total  226,535 

 
 

 Remark: The figures of outgoing mail include inquiries of the ITS to third offices. 
 

* These are copies of reports of the ITS which are submitted to the  
 Missions for the purpose of taking up further investigations.  
 



 

Total of available documentary material 

 
 
Section/ 
subgroup 

 Originals/ 
 electronic 
 documents 
 

 Reference cards 
 and data records 
 Correspondence 
 T/D-cases 
 

 
Central Index of Names 
 

  

a. Master Index 
 

 1,458 lm  9,532 lm 

b. Index and Record Units 
 

 3,172 lm  - lm 

Concentration Camp Documents 
 

 2,456 lm  1,221 lm 

Wartime Documents 
 

 1,188 lm  30 lm 

Post-War Documents 
 

 787 lm  50 lm 

Child-Tracing Archives 
 

 351 lm  11 lm 

General Documents 
 

 164 lm  280 lm 

Mail Registry and Dispatch 
 

 - lm  128 lm 

Case Distribution and File Deposit 
 

 - lm  4,915 lm 

  
 9,576 lm 

  
 16,167 lm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Microfilm-Deposit: 
7,625 films of 30 m = 228,750 metres 
 
Microfiche-Deposit: 
65,692 microfiches =   26.27 linear metres 
 
Diazo-Copy Index:  
41,178 diazo-copies =   16.47 linear metres 
 

 
Total: 25,743 lm 

lined up vertically sheet to sheet 
in a paper archives 



 

 
Processing of Inquiries 

 

Year  Posts  ∅∅∅∅ Outgoing  Registered Outgoing  Backlog 
5
 Memorial 

6
 Minsk 

6
  Backlog 

  Total mail per  incoming  mail 
4, 5

   Total 
   work place mail 

3, 5
 

    Number of the Number of the Number of 
    questions posed replies provided the persons 
    in the inquiries  inquired for 
 

1985 217.50 321 43,317 69,964 25,727 
 

1992 342.50 535 161,465 183,403 232,582 
1993 342.50 622 174,214 213,178 264,180 275,391  539,571 
1994 338.50 703 212,512 238,222 277,001 251,613  528,614 
1995 334.35 708 212,940 236,756 333,416 224,395  557,811 
1996 353.50 740 236,241 261,802 314,104 194,200 32,829 541,133 
1997 353.50 776 248,509 274,316 293,518 158,342 39,155 491,015 
1998 353.50 775 268,932 274,136 303,227 126,015 30,379 459,621 
1999 353.50 711 205,268 251,468 349,208 80,225 22,105 451,538 
2000 Ø 364.50 990 322,007 361,099 437,488 44,661 14,907 497,056 
2001 Ø 396.50 1,010 438,037 400,522 400,239 37,301 10,007 447,547 
2002 Ø 395.50 1,485 387,871 587,210 385,395 29,561 4,884 419,840 
2003 Ø 376.40 1,246 313,067 468,976 328,099 12,965 2,571 343,635 
2004 Ø 343.30 771 203,525 264,559 443,423 - - 443,423 
2005  Ø 345.20 

1
 701 

1, 2
 150,828  226,535 407,065 - - 407,065 

 

Total 1992 - 2005   3,535,416  4,242,182 
 
   

1 
owing to “kw”-notes, 

 2 
on an average,  

3  
incoming mail  

4 
processing 

5 
also includes 

6
 one has to take 350,000 inquiries 

     20.5 target-posts of   320.20 posts     depends on the   including full   inquiries, for   Memorial filmed in 1992 and 62,000 
     these, on an average,   have been used    number of employees   and partial   which the ITS  inquiries Minsk (Minsk inquiries 
     have not been refilled;   for the calculation    who translate and    processing   is not respon-  fetched in two stages in 1996 and 
     furthermore,          look through the      sible (circa 0.6 %)  1997) as basis, a part of which was 
       1.5 workers’ posts     inquiries, that is if           processed immediately upon arrival 
       have been vacant     more employees were       at the ITS 
           assigned to this task, 
       the effective number 
       could be higher 
 

    The incoming mail, the outgoing mail and the backlog are not 
    to be set off against one another. 
 

The statistics have been kept manually in this way since 1946 and will be recallable within the computer system in future, once the workflow for the processing 
of inquiries according to mandate has been completely implemented. 



Trend of the inquiries answered negatively up to now
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Decrease owing to Meetings

Increase in negative inquiries

Supplies of negatively answered inquiries at
the end of the year

* Reasons of the increase in the supplies of negatively answered inquiries: 

   - owing to a lack of personnel, many cases supposed to be Meetings could not be processed 

   - for the same reason, it was not possible to index newly acquired records timely; the check for individual names in such cases is 

     very time-consuming 

   - on top of this is the fact that, considering the lack of personnel, document acquisition could not be carried out in many offices known to hold records  

*



 

Personnel 

Management of posts 
 
In the year under report, the ITS had 339.5 posts at its disposal; this figure includes 
posts of employees, workers, temporary staff and kw-posts. For budgetary reasons, 
however, it was not possible to actually occupy all of these posts. 
 
With a kw-note limited in time until 31

st
 December 2005, 24 posts were available, but, 

on an annual average, only 11 posts of these were filled. According to the Federal 
Budget Regulation, the reoccupation of vacant posts was impossible. 
 
The number of “bare” kw-posts (cancellation of the posts in case of withdrawals from 
employment respectively reductions of working hours) has been increased from 96 to 
99 as of the financial year 2005. These budgetary notes were implemented through 
retiring personnel and cuts in working time. After the expiry of their parental leave, five 
employees, who had worked full days before, applied for a part-time employment. In 
accordance with the German law concerning part-time and limited employment, there 
exists the right for a reduction of the weekly working hours in these cases. An applica-
tion for a reduction of the working hours may only be refused for operational reasons. 
So, that part of time of the post by which the working hours are reduced is then can-
celled. Due to the enforcement of the “bare” kw-notes, more than eight posts are af-
fected by a cancellation. Owing to the implementation of the budgetary notes, the 
stock of personnel is reduced extraordinarily, which means a considerable impairment 
of the tasks to be fulfilled. 
 
Eight temporary employees, whom the ITS was allowed to hire in the course of the 
preceding year due to the unpredictable fluctuation of personnel and the increased 
backlog of unanswered inquiries, were occupied in shifts in the fields of digitization 
and registration of records, limited in time until the end of the year. This way, only a 
small part of the permanent staff was needed for this work, who were therefore able to 
dedicate to the processing of the inquiries. 
 
44 persons left the Tracing Service Bad Arolsen, 30 of them due to the expiry of their 
contracts in the course of respectively at the end of the year, six persons owing to old-
age pension as well as pension because of a reduction in earning capacity, and eight 
employees for personal reasons.  
 
On an average, the above-mentioned posts were occupied by 271 full-time and 89 
part-time employees. 
 
For more than 11 % of the personnel, a status as severely handicapped person is valid  
respectively an equal status for two employees. 
 
In 2005, 12 persons of various foreign nationalities worked at the ITS. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Parental leave and limited general disability pension 
 
32 employees were on parental leave and two received a general disability pension for 
a limited period of time. This corresponded to an annual average of 22 posts, only 5.5 
of which have been reoccupied by temporary staff for budgetary reasons. 
 
 
Trainees, pupils doing a practical training, and job-orientation seminar 
 
The ITS offers a professional training in the field of office communication; six training 
posts are available for this purpose. Four trainees passed their final examination at the 
Chamber of Industry and Commerce with a good result. Unfortunately, it was only 
possible to take over one trainee for a limited period of time to replace an employee 
during her parental leave. In August, four new trainees were employed. 
 
Two pupils of the school “Kaulbachschule”, Bad Arolsen, performed a practical train-
ing. Four persons took part in a one-month job-oriented training measure. From 21

st
 to 

24
th
 November, the first job-orientation seminar on the subject “cooperation between 

school and working world” took place in Bad Arolsen. The ITS, too, participated in this 
event and eight pupils of the above-named school undertook a thorough exploration of 
the operation. As a result of this, some of these pupils will probably perform a practical 
training at the ITS at the beginning of next year. 
 
 
Internal restructuring of operations 
 
The management of the archival field had so far been taken charge of by three 
coordinators. Owing to old-age pension, one coordinator left the institution in the 
course of the year. Also owing to the progressing digitization of the records and the 
introduction of the workflow, some sections/fields of work have been restructured and 
allocated to the two coordinators in the fields of evaluation and classification. 
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